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This article analyzes a fundamental socio-cultural transformation occurring in Mitzpe Ramon,
a remote town in the southern Negev desert that is uniquely situated at the edge of the world’s
largest erosion crater, Makhtesh Ramon. While the town is isolated and remote, it is also ethnically
diverse. In fact, Mitzpe Ramon is populated by six core communities each with its own appearance,
language, religious beliefs, historical-cultural heritage and social norms. These communities
divide into two basic categories: those who reside in Mitzpe Ramon due to government settlement
policies and those whose move to this peripheral location was a personal choice.
A recent influx of newcomers along with advances in digital communication technologies has
generated a local dynamic whereupon newly formed communities are developing the intrinsic
(natural) value of the Makhtesh Ramon environs in ways and shapes that earlier residents had
previously ignored and/or were without the financial support and socio-political inclination to
pursue. Drawing on findings from ongoing ethnographic research of the town and its multifarious
residents, this article assesses this dynamic by comparing and contrasting the ways in which
two communities of middle-class newcomers-secular 'neo-Bohemians' and ideologically devout
National Religious settlers-personify two separate versions of the contemporary Israeli pioneering
ethos. The article demonstrates the distinction between these two communities and illustrates the
manner in which they are variously reshaping the town's character.

1. Mitzpe Ramon: A Brief Introduction
The modern world smushes groups together, and to further
complicate things, they have different values (Wright, 2013).

the earth's geological processes (Mazor, 1992). The town was
founded in 1956 by a small and makeshift group of settlers who
attempted to establish an "urban economic cooperative" on the
crater's edge (Elishav, n/d; Greenberg, 1994). This initiative,

In the hinterland of the southern Negev desert, the town of

however, was soon halted by a heavy-handed bureaucracy and

Mitzpe Ramon is situated alongside Makhtesh Ramon, a giant

by the complicated logistics of recruiting new members and

erosion cirque that forms the basis of Israel's largest national

providing them with steady employment, goods and services.

park. An internationally recognized term, the makhtesh is

Thus, by the summer of 1958, with only a few of the original

world renowned for being the biggest and most magnificent of

recruits remaining, the cooperative folded and its debts were

its kind, affording a rare glimpse into over 200,000 millennia of

transferred to its government underwriter, the Jewish Agency.
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2. Mizraxi veteran immigrants (1950s-60s)
"Just 10 minutes away from Tel-Aviv"
(Deceptive response of bus driver to his North African
immigrant passengers who, en route to Mitzpe Ramon, inquired
about the whereabouts of their destination; Ben-Gigi, Vaknin,
Ohana, Biton, personal interview, 2012)
In the next phase of Mitzpe's history, the National Council for
Immigration and Absorption, which later became the Ministry of
Absorption, was subsequently charged with managing Mitzpe
Ramon and promptly set out to convert it into a "development
town". Mitzpe was added to a roster of thirty-two other peripheral
Figure 1: Neglected sign-post

urban settlements erected in the late 1950s and early 1960s to
accommodate North Africa and Asian immigrants who were

Today, Mitzpe is inhabited by communities of diverse
socio-cultural origin and orientation. The town's isolated
setting facilitates unique inter-ethnic interactions that are both
particular to Mitzpe Ramon, but which also reflects the wellestablished power structures and worldviews found in more
central areas of the country. Overall, residents are distinguished
chiefly by the historical circumstances of their arrival: some
were sent to Mitzpe by the government and others came on their
own accord. Listed in order of their arrival, the town's six core

streaming into the country after the establishment of the State.
This policy was a continuation of the pre-state Zionist
goals of settlement, expansion and nation-building which were
extended within the framework of the post-1948 political and
social setting including the "ingathering of Exiles to the Jewish
State". Discussing the institutionalization of the Israeli welfare
state, political sociologist Ze'ev Rosenhek (2011: 67) notes that
how "differential categories" of society resulted in segmented
"ethno-national lines. Veteran Jews (of European-Ashkenazi

communities are:

origin), new immigrants (particularly Mizrachi Jews [from

Bedouin tribespeople (…1940s-1960s)

differential levels of protection from market forces and varying

"Mizraxi" veteran immigrants (Oriental Jews from North Africa

access to public resources, according to their positioning in

and Arab Countries) (1950s-60s)

the political community". Indeed, in the early decades of the

(American born) African Hebrew Israelites of Jerusalem (1970s)

country, many incoming Mizraxi communities fell victim to

Russi emigrants from countries in the former Soviet Union

policies of ethnic marginalization. Assigned to the intellectual,

(1990s)

institutional and physical peripheries of the Israeli Jewish

Secular Westernized newcomers (1990s-present)

social order, the mainstream Ashkenazi and native born Israeli

Dati Leumi (National Religious) Settlers (2000-present)

public stigmatized the residents of development towns, whom

Arabic-speaking nations]), and Palestinian citizens, received

they considered to be poor, backward and out of touch with
This article focuses on three representative communities:

modernity (cf., Zeret, 2013).

veteran immigrant Mizraxim who in the 1950s and 60s were

Thus, Mitzpe became populated with a core group of Mizraxi

directed by government agents to live in Mitzpe Ramon, and

immigrants. The majority were from Morocco and either came

secular and Orthodox newcomers whose move to Mitzpe

'right off the boat' or else were sent from transit camps situated

over the last two decades was a private and personal decision.

in the center of the country. Over the next four and a half

The article illustrates how community-specific parameters of

decades, these "reluctant pioneers", to borrow Alex Weingrod's

perception frame the divergent manner in which each of these

1966 phrase, were able to endure but lacked the know-how and

three communities perceives and relates to their lives in Mitzpe

initiative to propel themselves or the town forward in concrete

Ramon and to each other. The data suggest how profound

economic terms. To earn a living, they worked as municipal

changes affecting the socio-cultural fabric of the country as

laborers or performed incentivized factory work-or else were

a whole are replicated in the diverse attitudes and conduct

employed in the mining industries that operated in the makhtesh

characteristic of these different local communities.

until as late as the year 2000. Others found jobs in construction
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or ran the few basic service shops located about the town.

trappings of the achievement-oriented lifestyle found in the

Moreover, a proportionally large segment were supported by

center of the country.

social welfare benefits (Rapport 1997).

Meanwhile, living in the most isolated town in Israel,

Yet, when the flow of new immigrants began to diminish

"Mitzpa'im" – the name long-standing residents use to refer to

in the mid-1960s, so did government subsidies that had been

themselves-assumed an ambiguous cultural affinity with the

responsible for the town's development. In the following

rest of the country. Reacting to their marginalized role within

decades, lagging growth and lack of available employment,

Israeli society, they retained strong connections to their former

triggered a reverse wave of emigration and a resultant process

cultural lives. Ultimately, Mitzpe Ramon's detached atmosphere

of "negative selection" (Ben-Zadok,1993: 103). Residents who

meant that Mitzpa'im were able to freely appropriate social

had marketable skills and/or family connections elsewhere in

mores from previous contexts into their day-to-day realities

Israel migrated north, leaving behind past community members

and, in consequence, the pace of life in Mitzpe became relaxed,

who were either disconnected from or disinterested in the

familiar and unhurried (Hoffmitz 1978).

Figure 2: Veteran resident "Saba Yitzchak" outside his homemade menagerie, 2013

While over the years the government attempted to improve

and local organizational follow-through. Thus, decades of

local conditions, these efforts were repeatedly mishandled.

inefficient mal-administration and institutional disregard

Devoid of concrete native input, the government schemes

ironically turned Mitzpe Ramon into a neglected government-

typically trivialized local sensibilities, ignored the indigenous

dependent township that, in fact, never fully developed (cf.,

environment and lacked consistent and reliable national

Rapport 1998).
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Figure 3: Government housing project; the date of completion is oddly set for 30.02.1999, (Mitzpe Ramon, 2013)

In spite of two particular demographic alterations-namely,

attracted them to Mitzpe Ramon. Yet over the last two decades

the influx of army personnel into the Ramon area after the

their numbers have swelled and relationships have evolved so

1979 Camp David peace accords with Egypt and the arrival

that more formal communal alliances were forged. The middle-

of nearly a thousand immigrants from countries in the former

class, mainly Ashkenazi, secular newcomers who comprise this

Soviet Union-for all potentially positive intentions and practical

community are connected through their affinity for New Age

purposes-Mitzpe basically remained in its marginalized state

spirituality, globally informed ecological activism and a late-

and well into the 1990s when new groups of residents began

modern universalistic mindset. Embracing the serenity found in

recasting the town in its current, updated version.

Mitzpe Ramon's outlying desert setting, they regard themselves
as fortunate to conduct their lives away from the stresses and

3. Secular Westernized Newcomers (1990s- present)
"Nature Knows No Borders"
(Sticker on wall of Hangar Adama Dance-Art Studio, Mitzpe
Ramon; January, 2011)

pressures both of late-modern urbanity in general, and the
unrelenting Arab-Israeli conflict in particular.
Akin to post-military backpackers who "dwell" in
backcountry havens in overseas "paradise" tourism refuges,
this group keenly values the possibilities inspired in the town's

Keeping within the vein of the pioneer motif, the first

relative emptiness and isolation. Its members thrive on its slow

newcomer group discussed here is identifiable as "privileged

pace and virgin landscapes which, like travelling abroad, leaves

pioneers". While present throughout the town's short history,

room for unmitigated reflection and self-discovery (cf. Bloch-

this group was not so much a community as a collection

Tzemach, 2005; Cohen, 2008; Maoz 2007). Corresponding to

of individuals whose desire to live outside the mainstream

what social geographer Rob Shields (1991:16) defines as "near-
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sacred liminal zones of otherness", this community sanctifies

when questioned about their communal allegiances, community

Mitzpe Ramon's primordial desert landscape and draws

affiliates frequently deny belonging to this group, since this

mystical inspiration from the crater's barrenness. Its members,

standing would ostensibly impede upon their coveted sense of

therefore, consider the makhtesh to be a space of retreat, a center

ardent self-proclaimed individualism.

of wellness and a magnet for auspicious encounters.

Globalized, updated and chiefly from middle and uppermiddle class backgrounds, the secular newcomer community
is united in a contextual appreciation of Mitzpe Ramon that
is contrary to how many of the long-term, assigned residents
envision their town. Enterprising secular newcomers have
made due use of available spaces around Mitzpe to create
a bourgeoning desert-eco-themed cottage service industry.
Their funky boutique businesses target fellow community
members and the fast increasing numbers of like-minded
tourists and sightseers who visit the town and the surrounding
countryside. Indeed, these self-styled "neo-Bohemians" have
fashioned for themselves a local scene, and seem to be on the
way to transforming Mitzpe Ramon from failing backwater
development town into one of Israel's premier eco-tourism "in"

Figure 4: Eco-tourists viewing Makhtesh Ramon, 2012

destinations.

Self-absorbed, these privileged pioneers are predominantly
united through their romantic interpretations of the rural
outback and their assumed adoption of an "idyllic" backcountry
lifestyle (Mingay,1989). Neither particularly group-oriented nor
ideologically motivated, their appearance in Mitzpe Ramon is a
reaction, rather than a challenge, to mainstream conventions.
Their underlying intent is not to critique or drop out of
conventional society so much as to retreat from the characteristic
intensity of 21st century city life. It should be noted that while this
community includes Mizraxi affiliates, their behavior basically
conforms with prevailing mainstream Anglo-European models
of conduct. This is a common practice in Israel and continues to
be the overall situation in many key societal sectors whereupon,
in their struggle "to achieve middle-class mobility" (Mizrachi,
2013), class-conscious, second-generation Mizraxim conduct
themselves according to Westernized Ashkenazi cultural and
behavioral modes and standards.
From a demographic standpoint, this community encompasses
a mixture of contemporary familial configurations (cf.,
Klinenberg 2012). In a state of heightened fluidity characteristic
of the current social order, their numbers fluctuate, ranging
anywhere from several hundred to over a thousand. Some are
permanent residents, others temporary, and others, prompted by
transient economic and domestic arrangements, waver back and
forth between communities both in Israel and abroad. As such,

Figure 5: Various secular newcomer enterprises, Mitzpe Ramon, 2014
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With this community's increase in size and influence, its

group" (Atias; Ben-Gigi; Ben-Sa'id; Mohr; Levi; Ohana; Shitrit;

members comprehension of the makhtesh as a therapeutic

Shushan; Vaknin; personal interview, 2013). With the aging and

entity is eclipsing the former narrative of displacement and

relatively limited veteran resident community comprising only

stalled development held by many longstanding Mizpa'im.

15% the local population, this group will likely remain on the

The neo-Bohemian version of Mitzpe Ramon-immersed in

sidelines of Mitzpe's current newcomer-dominated development

eco-spirituality and attuned to its own cosmopolitan middle-

track-a stance which will presumably effect even greater socio-

class needs and sensibilities-seems to embody a continuing

economic divisions among diverse local communities (cf.,

history of government and popular/civic biases with regard to

Kimhi, 2011).

the residents of the country's peripheral settlements. Thus, the
secular newcomer community is able to develop Mitzpe Ramon
because, both socially and financially, its members are more
adept at dealing with the difficult structural obstacles that have
historically hindered Mitzpe's fundamental advancement.
Yet, despite their profound impact upon the local economy,
many secular newcomers appear uncommitted to Mitzpe
Ramon per-se. Instead, their community resonates with what
sociologist Zygmunt Bauman (2007:78) recognizes as a
distinctive trait of the "new elite: [people who are] locally
settled but globally oriented and only loosely attached to
their place of settlement". Drawn to Mitzpe Ramon by the
powerful transcendental qualities of the makhtesh, the town

Figure 6: Mobility is key for privileged pioneers, Mitzpe Ramon, 2013

provides them with a gateway to the surrounding wilderness
but not necessarily a place of permanent residence. Hence,

4. Dati Leumi Settlers (2000-present)

neo-Bohemians typically take little notice of, and have limited

"Settling the Negev with Love"

personal interactions with, veteran Mitzpa'im. Instead, they

(Email signature on Dati Leumi Mitzpe Ramon list-serve)

seek out each other for company and largely depend on ecominded, New Age holidaymakers for their livelihood. "As far as

A second newcomer community, the dati'im leumim

I am concerned, Mitzpe Ramon contains the makhtesh and 35

(National Religious; dati leumi in singular), may be identified

people" one relatively longstanding community member matter-

as "devout pioneers". While Mitzpe Ramon has always been

of-factly confided to me when I asked him about the extent of

inhabited by a range of demographic groups, throughout its

his local social networks. This pattern-where members of the

history the town has mostly been overlooked by the country's

middle-class intentionally dwell in marginal geographic areas to

Orthodox populations. This changed in the winter of 2000

absorb their appealing quietude and, with time, reorganize the

when a group of National Religious educators moved en masse

local economy to suit their commercial aspirations-is likewise

to Mitzpe in order to establish the Midbara K'Eden Yeshivat

analogous with "neo-nomadic" tourism to developing countries

Hesder. While its roughly 300 students come and go, the stable

where this phenomenon has been researched from the point of

core of this community are the teachers and their families who

view of the guest (D'Andrea, 2006), the host (Saldanha, 2007),

have established themselves as permanent residents in Mitzpe

and among young Israeli adults in India (Bar- On, 2012; Maoz

Ramon.

and Bekerman, 2010).

As an extension of the religious Zionist settler movement, the

When questioned about the activities of these market-

Midbara K'Eden community consists predominantly of middle-

savvy newcomers, veteran residents are either unaware or else

class Ashkenazim, many with Anglo-Saxon backgrounds.

informed-yet-skeptical towards the potential for Mitzpe Ramon

Maintaining elevated standards of religious devotion, this group

to prosper. To the degree that they do take notice, informants

is part of a contemporary sub-sect of National Orthodox Judaism

bemoan the divisionary nature of the socio-economic changes

known as Xaredim-Leumi'm or Xardalim. The worldview of

taking place in Mitzpe Ramon. Not surprisingly, many fondly

these devoted nationalists combines some anti-modernism of

recall a pre-newcomer past in which local "residents left their

ultra-Orthodoxy with a nationalized-Zionist fervor, activated

doors unlocked" and conducted themselves as "one large

through the stringent and dutiful observance of mitzvot.
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The Midbara K'Eden community is part of a nationalized

Since its arrival, the torani community has grown

network of "Gar'inim Toranim",Torah-inspired settlement

exponentially and currently encompasses some 200 families,

groups. These groups subscribe to a hawkish theo-political

many with six or more children. Organized, focused and highly

ideology that supports Jewish settlement throughout the entire,

motivated, the gar'in is quasi-self-sufficient having established

biblically entitled, Land of Israel. Torani communities thus

its own internal educational, economic, political, cultural,

establish themselves wherever Torah observance is culturally

housing, socio-commercial and media-information networks.

lax or politically threatened (cf., Reichner, 2013). While

The majority of its members are employed in community

certainly one of the explanations for V'alitem Ba'negev's initial

related jobs, particularly in teaching, administration and

attraction to Mitzpe was the readily available low-cost housing,

cultural-welfare services. Yet, unlike the explicit commercial

gar'in members assured me that they chose to settle there despite

mindedness of their secular counterparts, gari'in enterprises

the town's lack of suitable employment options (Koka; Salem;

typically combines functionality with ideologically and

Cohen; personal interview, 2012). This is because, to quote

generally appear less focused on profit-making. For example,

their website (NegevRising.com), the gar'in's main intention

the gari'in has a word-of-mouth budget rent-a-car service

is to "promote education, welfare and settlement of the Negev

whose headquarters are in the West Bank, and an in-house

in general and the socio-cultural-spiritual advancement of the

distribution network for wholesale goods such as free-range

citizens of Mitzpe Ramon in particular". Also, its physical-

eggs, stone-ground flour and olive oil, winter apparel and

cultural detachment from the rest of the country lends Mitzpe

various holiday-related accessories, all of which originate in

Ramon a monastic quality and permits the gari'in to remain apart

settlements in Judea and Samaria-a politically contested area

from what they consider to be the unchecked and confusing

that many left-leaning neo-Bohemians adamantly refuse to

values of contemporary global culture.

support.

Figure 7: “We’re Waiting for you!”, Poster advertising the Shabbat activities of the local chapter of the Orthodox Zionist youth movement,
Bnei Akiva, taped over a municipality road sign, Mitzpe Ramon, 2013
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The activities of this community are steeped in collectivist-

K'Eden educational campus. Since they are busy both with

oriented Zionism and gar'in members, adults and children

their daily Jewish observance and with an endless roster of

alike, regularly spend large portions of their time together.

familial obligations, individual hobbies or other non-communal

Community members typically live in the same neighborhood,

activities are rare, as are meaningful relationships with people

having bought much of the available housing in the vicinity

outside the National Religious cultural sphere. On Shabbat,

of the Yeshiva. Their daily schedules are fixed according

gar'in members pray together and visit each other's homes to

to the Hebrew-Jewish calendar and occur in and around the

partake in festive meals and listen to Torah classes delivered by

synagogue/study-hall in the recently constructed Midbara

guest lecturers.

Figure 8: Head Rabbi, Tzvi Kostiner delivers a Torah lecture in the Midbara K’Eden study hall

Analogous to their secular counterparts, the gari'in members

To be sure, until the arrival of the dati community,

feel fortunate to be able to take advantage of Mitzpe Ramon's

religious observance in Mitzpe Ramon was the domain of the

available resources. Yet unlike them, the dati community

traditionally-minded Mizraxim, who at first were somewhat

makes conscientious efforts to be in regular contact with local

antagonistic towards these mostly Ashkenazi newcomers,

residents. This is because the activities of the gar'in torani are

perhaps in part overwhelmed by their assertive style of religious

community-directed rather than individually-motivated and by

practice. Yet, since the gar'in endeavors to be an inclusive

extension, aspire to improve the town and the condition of its

group, it consciously chooses to honor, rather than challenge

inhabitants as a whole, rather than advancing private causes

or ignore, the town's longstanding Mizraxi head rabbi. Having

and achieving personal communion with nature. Moreover, the

found a common ground through their mutual respect for

gar'in torani and the veteran community are interconnected by

religious observance, the gari'in successfully managed to

the fact that many Mitzpa'im are 'traditional' in their religious

temper the resentment many of the town's long-term residents

attitudes towards religion.

initially harbored towards them.
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To summarize, the residents of Mitzpe Ramon are divided
into two basic categories: those who reside there due to imposed
government settlement policies and those whose choice to move
to this remote location was an act of their personal volition
and a fulfillment of their monetary or spiritual aspirations.
The town's peripheral status has proven to be double-edged.
On the one hand, isolated from the rest of the country and
socio-politically marginalized by/from the national hegemonic
agenda, limited socio-economic development has historically
defined the town's long term Mizraxi residents. At the same
time, Mitzpe's isolated location engenders a kind of privileged
isolation for groups of newcomers by allowing for relatively
unimpeded alternative cultural expression to thrive. Ultimately,
Figure 9: Mitzpe Ramon Chief Rabbi blessing Midbara K'Eden
students at the yeshiva's inauguration celebration, 2012

the diverse circumstances and dissimilar conditions which
brought these communities to Mitzpe Ramon led to their altered
and contradictory perceptions of the town and its surroundings.

Environmentally, the gar'in perceives the makhtesh as a

Having formed two parallel communities, the two newcomer

natural wonder created by G-d. Midbara K'Eden rabbis argue

groups revel in the autonomy granted by the town's detached

that the makhtesh served as the southern border marker during

setting and take pleasure in the crater's natural abundance.

the Judean Kingdom (ca., 1000 – 586 B.C.), a sentiment that

Hence, rather than a hindrance, they view the gap between

connects the Ramon environment within their ideological

Mitzpe Ramon and the center of the country as a "fringe benefit"

commitment to settle over the entire country. Thus, as a unique

of life on the periphery. The secular neo-Bohemians possess a

physical embodiment of the powers of the almighty Creator,

semi-mystical affinity for the Ramon Crater which constitutes

this community primarily utilizes the makhtesh for educational

their main draw to the town and the area. Meanwhile, the xardali

purposes and, to a much lesser extent, for recreation and worship.

community incorporates the merits of the crater's unique natural

In this respect, they are clearly different from the secular

wonders within their Torah-grounded worldview of settlement

community of New Age neo-Bohemians whose strong spiritual

throughout the entire land of Israel.

affiliation with the makhtesh is in response to the decline in the
status of organized religion among young secular Israelis and
the marked ascendance of "glocalized" New Age spirituality as
an recognized alternative (Ruach-Midbar and Klin Oron, 2009;
2008; Heelas and Woodhead, 2005). In contrast, for the torani
community, organized religion, with its emphasis on tradition
and reverence of the elder, is at the heart of their identities and
lifestyle. Thus they have no use for alternative spirituality as
their daily routines provide few opportunities or incentives for
non-institutionalized recreation and self-gratification.

5. Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research
Wherever you look, You'll see yourself
(Neo-Bohemian graffiti)
Space is transformed into place as it acquires definition and
meaning….Distance is a meaningless spatial concept apart from
the idea of goal or place…."Here" does not necessarily entail
"there". (Tuan 1977: 136)

Figure 10: Mitzpe Ramon in transition: two contrasting choices face
the visitor at the town entrance
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The contrasting manner in which these communities view

absorption of the newcomer mindset which recognizes the

the town and its sparse environs neatly fits with binary Jewish-

undeveloped potential embedded in Mitzpe's otherworldly

Israeli mythologies that define the desert in oppositional terms

desert dreamscape and the prospective gain to be had in the

as a symbolic site of death and rebirth. Commenting on this

town's latent employment and cultural opportunities.

duality, Israeli historian Yael Zerubavel (2008:214) suggests that

The sociologist Michael Feige (2009) associates Israelis'

"oppositional and complementary" meanings of the desert continue

contradictory relationship to the desert with the country's

to influence the contemporary Israeli psyche. In the context of

transformation from a poor and developing nation to a

the present-day middle class Israeli narrative of personal self-

successful Westernized consumer society. Where once the desert

fulfillment, the desert functions as a "counter-space", (ibid: 211),

was seen as an empty space to be "conquered" (urbanized)

a remote location from which to draw inspiration and revelation.

through settlement and "greened" (developed) for the benefit

Living in what geographer Rob Shields (1991:6) defines as "near-

of the nation, today emphasis has shifted to deriving revenue

sacred liminal zones of otherness", local residents are afforded

from the showcasing of its maintenance and preservation.

the latitude with which to construct their identities in accordance

Consequently, the current environmentally minded development

with their singular interests and specific circumstances.

of the peripheral Negev-the so-called "yellowing" of the desert-

Indeed, Mitzpe Ramon serves as a kind of perpetual

recognizes that a well-balanced ecosphere frequently depends

"backspace" (Goffman 1963) providing diverse residents with

on the entrepreneurial "greening" of pockets (cf., Cohen, 2007;

multiple socio-economical realities.

"Mitzpe's a place for

Efrati, 2012; Reichel and Uriely 2003). This emphasis on

dreamers", the Mizraxi former mayor, Flora Shushan, matter-

individual profit rather than cooperative pioneering is consistent

of-factly quipped to a visiting dignitary last January. While

with how the hedonistic pursuit of personal financial growth is

the long-standing Moroccan community provides a limited

currently at the forefront of the Israeli national imperative (Ben-

example of this notion, Shushan's remark demonstrates her

Porat et al., 2008; Ram 2000).

Figure 11: Parameters of perception collide; bus stop donated by the Association for the Wellbeing of Israel Soldiers
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Although in one form or another all of Israeli society is

the Israeli mind the importance of environmentalism. In

caught up in this modification of values and behavior, its

consequence, the desert environment has been recast from a

consequences have not necessarily impacted the country's

peripheral location to one possessing a more favorable place

numerous ethnic communities in a uniform manner. As

within the public imagination. Thus, the secular newcomers

witnessed in the various attitudes held by the diverse resident

derive economic benefit from the makhtesh by promoting it

communities towards the town and the makhtesh, the same

as a place of divine wellness. The V'Alitem Ba'Negev gar'in

environment may have multiple interpretations for different

views Mitzpe Ramon and its environs as a site for religious

groups. While in the past the desert served the country as what

and ideological fulfillment. Meanwhile, the Mizraxim fail to

Feige (2009:30) calls "the actual and metaphoric garbage

realize the opportunities presented by town's natural habitat,

can of Israel", increased prosperity and the bourgeoning

since they continue to perceive the desert as the source of their

of the cosmopolitan middle-classes have impressed upon

socio-economic marginalization.
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Figure 12: Comparing and contrasting three Mitzpe Ramon communities

Continued research into the diverse resident communities

loan words. An ethnographically informed linguistic analysis

of Mitzpe Ramon can reveal the manner in which local inter-

of words, phrases and expressions connected with each of these

communal dynamics reflect past and present trends in Israeli

communities will, therefore, enable further insights into the nature

culture and society. Thus, a related study is applying sign-

of their contrasting relationship. In addition, researchers from

oriented Columbia school (CS) linguistics and its phonological

the Ramon branch of the Dead Sea and Arava Science Center

component Phonology as Human Behavior (PHB) (Tobin, 1997;

are employing a multi-variant statistical analysis to empirically

1990; 1989; Tobin and Schmidt, 2011) to analyze the variances

quantify the baseline characteristics of each of the six residential

in the language use found among these three communities. Initial

communities. This article, therefore, constitutes an initial step in

findings suggest that although all three communities primarily

the larger project of assembling a broad and integrated body of

speak Hebrew, their language use differs greatly in, for example,

current socio-cultural research on the southern Negev in general

articulation, vocabulary, use of slang and application of foreign

and on Mitzpe Ramon and the crater environment in particular.
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